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excite metal particles.

However, it can provide an efficient method for the direct 

analysis of conducting samples and the moderate power sys

tem performs better than the low power. A simple calculation 

reveals that dried solid aerosol introduction is one order 

of magnitude more sensitive than the aqueous sample intro

duction.
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For the Schlogl model with the first order transition under the influence of the multiplicative noise singular at the 

unstable steady state, the effects of the parameters on the stationary pobability distributions obtained by the Ito 

and Stratonovich methods are discussed and compared in detail.

Introduction

Recently, much attention has been paid to the stochastic 

processes with multiplic가ive random force in the fields of 

theoretical physics and chemistry.1-5 Two of us5 have discus

sed the stochastic phenomena for the Schldgl model with 

the first order transition driven by the multiplicative random 

force singular at the unstable steady state. The effects of 

the singularity on the stationary probability distribution ba

sed on the Stratonovich theory have been analyzed in detail. 

Then, the transition rate has been discussed from one sta비e 

steady state to the other stable steady state through the 

imsta이e steady state.

The Schldgl model exhibiting the first order transition in 

chemical reaction is given by5"7

A쓰X, B+X告3X+C, D+X쓰E, (D

where k/s are the rate constants, At B and D are the concen

trations of reactants and C and E denote those of products. 

The rate equation for X is given by the following equation 

while concentrations of other species being held constant
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쯔=—Ck-2 X3+Q湖TR)X+k>A (2)

Rewriting Eq. (2) in terms of the following scaled variab

les

T=Ck-2tt 8 =復出一就))/Ck_2, y=kiA/Ck-2,

it reduces to

쓰 =-f+pX+Y (3)

For simplicity let y=0. When p>0, there are three steady 

states, that is, Xo—± p1Z2 and X°=0 correspond to the stable 

and unstable states, respectively. In the ca욚e of p<0, there 

exists only one stable steady state with X°=0.

In order to discuss stochastic phenomena for the model 

let us write a Langevin equation with a multiplicative noise 

(random force)

务=—枣+昨+ixrae ⑷

with v being an arbitrary number and the noise ?(r) being 

Gaussian and white

必)> =0, <?(W)>-2D NT), (5)

where D is the diffusion coefficient and 8(r—V) is the Dirac 

delta function. The unstable steady state of the stochastic 

equation corresponds to that of the deterministic system. 

Eq. (4) can be rewritten in terms of x=X—Xv=X, which 

is the deviation from the unstable steady state due to the 

multiplicative noise, as

쓰=-^+此+区片 h) (6)

It is well known that the Langevin equation in Eq. (6) 

is not completely defined since the noise is given by the 

delta function and we do not know which x value we have 

to take8. Ito and Stratonovich proposed further presriptions, 

respectively. In Ito's definition, the value of x before the 

jump should be taken for the probability distribution. On 

the other hand, the values of x before and after the jump 

are taken in average in Stratonovich^ definition. Which defi

nition we should take depends on the physical consideration. 

If we take both definitions, the Langevin equation may be 

transformed to the following Fokker-Planck equation(FPE)s, 

th가 is,

亲 P«,p)= - $[(—x3+px)P(r,i)]+〃 으■[|x|2vP(rj)]

(7a)

亲 F。*) 드 - 8比)

七D 备{I이 v 齢디尤I vP(x,r)]} (7b)

The equations of (7a) and (7b) correspond to the Ito and 

Stratonovich results, respectively.

The purpose of the present paper is to discuss the effects 

of the parameters on the stationary probabilities obtained 

by the Ito and Stratonovich methods and then compare the 

results.

In the next section the effects of the parameters on the 

stationary probability distribution are discussed in detail. 

Then the important results in the pre 됴ent papers are sum- 

merized.

The Stationary Probability Dm버butkm

The stationary probability distributions of Eqs. (7) are gi

ven by the following expression:

P^)=A exp{-7(r)/Z)} (8)

where A is the normalization constant and V(r) in the region 

of x>0 are

i늤如齢

服)= |^+(2D-P)ln x

_(l + 4D)ln x+ 多

^+2vD In x

for v^l and

for v=l,

for v=2.

一」一U-2V —
4-2v 2(1-v)

Vs(r)= 尤

(l + 2D)ln x+ *是~

£却+vD In x

for "1 and

for v=l,

for v=2.

(9a)

(9b)

In Eqs. (9) the subscripts I and S in V(r) denote that the 

probabilities are obtained from the Ito and Stratonovich me

thods, respectively. Comparing the above results, it can be 

easily seen that the Stratonovich result can be obtained from 

the Ito result by replacing 2vD in Eq. (9) by vD. Thus, from 

now on we shall only write the Ito results. The behavior 

of Vfy) in the region x<0 can be easily obtained because 

of the symmetric property of the potential with respect to 

x. When v—1, the probabilities by the Ito and Stratonovich 

methods in the case of P>2D(P<2D) and p>Z)(p<Z>) vanish 

(become infinite), respectively as x->0. The most serious dif

ference between the probabilities occurs in the case of D 

<P<2D. In this case the* Ito probability diverges as |x|->0, 

while the Stratonovich probability becomes zero. The Ito re

sult varies more sharply than the Stratonovich result and 

the maximal peak of the Ito probability approaches to the 

unstable steady state more closely. The comparison between 

the cases is shown in Figure 1.

If v=2, the probability becomes zero, as 尤T). The extrema 

of the probability in the cases of v：#l and v#2 may be ob

tained by solving the following algebraic equation

：4-2v 一时-2v + 2vD = o (10)

Let us discuss two situations based on Eqs. (9) and (10).

(A) When D«1 and v<0, the maximal peak of PH) ap

pears at

宛心그哗（1-"伊’—흐）. （ID

The multiplicative noise repels the probability from the un

stable steady state. As v approaches to 0, the probability 

near the unstable steady state varies sharply near x=0 due
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Figure 3. The Ito and Stratonovich probabilty distributions, 

when 0=1, Z)=0.2 and v>0.

Hgure 1. The comparison of probabilty distributions obtained 

by Ito and Stratonovich (denoted by I and S, respectively), when 

P and v=l.
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Rgure 2. The Ito and Stratonovich probabilty distributions, 

when B=l, D=0.2 and v<0.

to the multiplicative noise. As v becomes negatively larger, 

the probability becomes farther away from the unstable 

steady state. The multiplicative noise repels the Ito probabi

lity from the unstable steady state more stron^y than the Stra

tonovich probability. Some examples are shown in Figure 

2.

(B) If D«1 and 0<v<l, The maximal and minimal values 

of x are

阳2(1—以阡2),

1但2严土％__________________1_______________
由”孔 V) 卩_ .. . . —./ 2vD \v(v-D

(4 一 2v)—20(1—v)( -p-J

(12)

The multiplicative noise attracts the probability to the un

stable steady state and a new minimal peak is produced 

due to the coupling between the noise and drift terms. As 

x approaches to 0, the Ito (Stratonovich) probabilities behave 

approximately as l/r2vZ) (1/x이') and become divergent at x=0 

(See Figure 3). The divergence is caused by the multiplica

tive noise and is independent of the deterministic tenn.

The stochastic phenomena are completely different from 

the previous case, since the noise induces phase transitions.

壬.2 6 04 o'6 0：8 1 <2
V

Figure 4. The Ito and Stratonovich phase diagrams, when p=l.

At the critical point the first and second derivatives of V(r) 

with respect to x become zero. Thus, the critical values of 

x are

宀［"广 (13)

The first case is trivial and let us neglect it. Then, the rela

tion between the critical values of the diffusion coefficient 

and v is

브广% (14)

The bifurcation phase diagrams for the Ito and Stratono

vich cases in the v—D plane are shown in Figure 4. The 

straight lines v=0 and v—1 show the pitchfork bifurcation 

different from the saddle-node bifurcation obtained from Eq. 

(14).

Let us discuss the variation of the probability distributions 

when the system crosses the saddle-node bifurcation curve. 

At first, let us change the values of the diffusion coefficient 

by keeping v=vc=0.5 (See Figure 5(a)). The critical values 

of D for the Ito and Stratonovich cases are 0.3849 and 0.7698, 

respectively. In the region I of Figure 4, the probability dis

tributions satisfy the condition given in Eq. (12) and the 

multiplicative noise attracts the Ito distribution to the unsta-
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Rgure 5. Dependence of the variation of the Ito and Stratono

vich probabilty distributions on (a) D and (b) v, when the system 

crosses the saddle-point bifurcation curve.

ble state more strongly than the Stratonovich case. As

the Ito probability distribution varies more sharply than the 

Stratonovich probability. When D is larger than the critical 

value of Stratonovich case, that is, the system is in the region 

III, the effect of the coupling can be neglected compared 

to the noise effect and thus, the Ito (Stratonovich) probability 

behaves approximatey as l/x2vD (l/xv/)). In the region II, the 

probabilities are quite different, since the main effect on the 

Ito probability is due to the multiplicative noise while the 

coupling between the noise and deterministic term plays the 

most important role for the Stratonovich probability. The 

probability distributions in the case of the constant D and 

varying v are ju아 the same as those in the case of the cons

tant v and changing D. An example is shown in Figure 5(b) 

by keeping Dc=l and v=0.05, 0.3 and 0.5. As shown in the 

figures, the variation of the probability distributions crossing 

the saddle-node bifurcation curve is continuous.

The line v=0 is sol이y due to the multiplicative noise, 

while the v=l line is due to the coupling between the noise 

and the linear part of the deterministic term. Let us consider 

the transition across the pitchfork bifurcation lines. The 

meeting points of the pitchfork bifurcation line v=l and the 

Ito (Stratonovich) saddlepoint bifurcation line is Z)c-0.5(1). 

In Figure 6(a) the phase transitions by crossing the pitchfork
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Figure 6. The variation of the Ito and Stratonovich probabilty 

distributions at D=(a) 0.6 and (b) 1.2, when the system crosses 

the pitchfork bifurcation line v=l and (c) £>=0.2, when the sys

tem crosses the pitchfork bifurcation line v=0.

bifurcation line are shown by letting Z>=0.6 and changing 

v=1.2, 1 and 0.8, respectively. In the region IV, the probabi

lity distributions have maximal peaks. However, the Ito case 

approaches to the unstable steady state more closely than 

the Stratonovich case. In the case of v—1 the comparison 

has been already discussed in the early part of this section. 

When v<l, the system is in the region II. Thus, the probabi

lity distributions are quite different, as already mentioned.
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Some other examples are shown in Figures 6(b) and 6(c). 

As shown in the figures, the variation of the probability dis

tributions by crossing the pitchfork bifurcation line is discon

tinuous.

Summary

We have compared the stationary probability distributions 

for the Schldgl model with the first order phase transition 

subjected to a multiplicative random force, which is singular 

at the deterministic unstable steady state by using the Ito 

and Statonovich methods for the stochastic process. Let us 

point out some important results.

(A) The multiplicative noise |x|v ^(r) has an attracting (re

pelling) effect as v>0 (v<0), that is, it 간tracts (repels) the 

probability to (from) the unsta미e steady state. As I v| in

creases, the attracting (repelling) force increases. The proper

ty competes with deterministic term in determining the sto

chastic properties of the system.

(B) When v>0, the stationary probability distribution be

comes divergent at x=0. This result is clearly not realistic. 

Thus, a more realistic stochastic model should be proposed.

(C) The straight lines v=0 and 기=1 give marginal situa

tion, that is, the fluctuating intermediate undergoes the pit

chfork bifurcation by crossing the lines and the variation 

of probability distributions becomes discontinuous, when the 

system undergoes the pitchfork phase transition.

(D) The diffusion coefficient with v induces the saddle

node bifurcation in the case of 0<v<l. Below the curve of 

the saddle-node bifurcation the coupling between the drift 

and noise terms plays the most important role. However, 

the multiplicative noise term becomes dominant above the 

curve. Thus, it is clear that the variation of probability distri

butions in the saddle-node transition is continuous.

(E) Even though the Ito and Stratonovich FPEs are based 

on the slight different definitions for the stochastic variable8, 

some stochastic phenomena obtained from the equations are 

physically quite different, as shown in the previous section. 

Thus, it should be very careful to apply the Ito or Stratono

vich FPE with multiplicative noise to an actual system.

In the following paper we shall discuss the stochastic phe

nomena for the Schldgl model with the second order tran

sition subjected to the multiplicative noise singular at the 

unstable steady state.
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For the Schldgl model with the second order transition under the influence of the multiplicative noise singular at 

the unstable steady state, the detailed discussions are presented for various kinds of stochastic phenomena, such 

as the effects of parameters on stationary probability distribution, noise-induced phase transitions and escape rate.

Introduction

Recently, two of us1 have di옹cussed the stochastic pheno

mena for the Schldgl model with the first order transition 

driven by the multiplicative random force singular at the 

unstable steady state. The effects of the singularity on the 

stationary probability distribution have been analyzed in de

tail. Then, the transition rate has been discussed from one 

stable steady state to the other stable steady state through 

the unstable steady state. We2 have also di등cussed and com

pared the effects of the parameters on the stationary proba

bility distributions obtained by the Ito and Stratonovich


